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Abstract The application of Lean Philosophy in a healthcare environment is still a rela-

tively new field of research, but there already exists a considerable amount of literature on

the topic. This article structures, analyzes and interprets the data of articles on Lean

Healthcare from 2002 through 2015 bibliometrically. The databases used in order to realize

the analysis are the main sources for citation data available: Elsevier’s Scopus and

Thomson Reuters’ Web of Science. The scientific contribution of this article lies in

structuring the literature on Lean Healthcare and summarizing future research proposals.

Thereby it encourages the review and consolidation of existing directions in this field of

research and the exploration of new ones. With respect to the article’s applied contribution

it helps hospitals and professionals which want to apply Lean Healthcare to deal with

uncertainties and challenges before or during its implementation by granting easy access to

the literature. It also allows adapting suitable findings of major publications for the

practical implementation with the goal to improve the patient experience. As results of this

bibliometric analysis it was found that J.E. Bassham and D.I. Ben-Tovim share the first

place as most cited authors in Lean Healthcare and the Linköpings Universitet is the most

cited institution. With respect to countries, the United States take the first rank. The most

cited article is Trends and approaches in lean healthcare by L. Brandão de Souza which

was published in the most cited journal, namely Leadership in Health Services. Four main

tendencies for future research possibilities in Lean Healthcare were identified: Evaluate the

implementation; Amplify basic knowledge; Investigate challenges and success stories;

Expand the focus.
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Introduction

‘‘Good Health and Well-Being’’ is one of the major priorities in our society which man-

ifests itself as one of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals of the United Nations (United

Nations 2015). Therefore, there should be an omnipresent pursuit of improving health and

well-being. Companies continuously need to improve in order to stay competitive (Gon-

zalez and Martins 2015) and thus, it makes sense to transfer industrial improvement

approaches to healthcare in order to improve health and well-being (Printezis and

Gopalakrishnan 2007; Spear 2005). One of those improvement approaches is Lean Phi-

losophy which transfers to Lean Healthcare (Brandão de Souza 2009). As Lean Healthcare

is a relatively new topic with rising importance, its profound investigation in literature is

paramount. Bibliometric analyses support in this as they offer information that is ‘‘highly

compact, easy to handle, and likely to be objective’’ (Diem and Wolter 2013) and therefore

help to comprehend how the field of research is structured. By doing so, they support

decision-making, point out significant and promising research areas, recognize trends (Ball

2006) and make these trends understandable (Thomson Reuters 2008).

Lean Philosophy describes a set of principles and methods in industrial production to

improve profit margins, market share and product quality by continuously improving

processes and respecting people in terms of customer satisfaction and well-being of

employees (Kim et al. 2006; Liker 2004). Healthcare comprises the efforts of health

professionals with the ultimate goal of maintaining and improving health and one of the

key elements to achieve this goal is to organize health services around the needs and

expectations of people (Merriam-Webster 2015; World Health Organization 2016).

As the name implies, Lean Healthcare is about applying Lean Philosophy in a

healthcare environment. In its core, it is about understanding what is valuable to the patient

and distinguishes between activities that add value by directly contributing to what the

patient desires and those that do not. Activities that do not add value are called waste and

ought to be avoided or removed (Fillingham 2007; Joosten et al. 2009).

So as to tackle ‘‘challenges of safety, quality, efficiency, and appropriateness in order to

improve system reliability and timeliness’’ (Kim et al. 2006) in healthcare, it makes sense

to transfer the Lean Philosophy to this area. While increasing the value which is received

by the customer refers to the manufactured product in manufacturing, in a healthcare

environment it mainly transfers to the patient experience. This means parting from the

common approach to focus only on the clinicians in terms of maximizing efficiency and

minimizing waste and concentrate more on the patients instead (Dickson et al. 2009).

Brandão de Souza (2009), Fillingham (2007), Joosten et al. (2009), Kim et al. (2006)

and Kollberg et al. (2007) agree that healthcare benefits from the introduction of Lean

Philosophy. Brandão de Souza (2009) states that two aspects intrinsic to Lean, namely

‘‘staff empowerment and the concept of gradual and continuous improvement’’ make it

more applicable for healthcare than other improvement approaches. Sustainable results and

positive evidence with respect to staff and customer satisfaction, cost, time and quality aid

in establishing acceptance towards Lean Healthcare (Brandão de Souza 2009; Papado-

poulos et al. 2011; Radnor et al. 2012).

The importance of Lean Healthcare in literature rose significantly in the last 10 years with

a tendency to rise even further in the years to come, as can be seen in Fig. 1 which shows the

evolution of the accumulated number of publications on Lean Healthcare according to the

search conducted for this article (see ‘‘Research methodology’’ section). Despite two pub-

lications by Kästli Meier (1994) and Pfaff (1994) as early as 1994, a constant growth cannot
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be seen until after the year 2002 which is in concordance with the observation of Brandão de

Souza (2009) that Lean Healthcare was first applied around 2002.

As previous studies on Lean Healthcare are often based on specific and narrow research

questions and require updates in some cases (D’Andreamatteo et al. 2015), there is

opportunity to realize a comprehensive and up-to-date bibliometric analysis on Lean

Healthcare as performed in this article.

While other recent literature reviews (Costa and Godinho Filho 2016; D’Andreamatteo

et al. 2015; Moraros et al. 2016) on the topic exist, they concentrate on analyzing the

qualitative content of the literature on Lean Healthcare. As opposed to this article they do not

analyze bibliometric data quantitatively except for analyzing different countries on their share

of publications (Costa and Godinho Filho 2016; D’Andreamatteo et al. 2015). Furthermore,

they include documents in which Lean is combined with other improvement methods, as in

publications about Lean Six Sigma in healthcare while this article only analyzes articles

which are exclusively related to Lean Philosophy in a healthcare environment.

The objective of this article is to map the state of research on Lean Healthcare in order to

provide a better understanding of the structure of this field of research and the major actors in

it as well as to acknowledge and support the course of existing literature. Furthermore, it

analyzes future research tendencies in Lean Healthcare to inspire further work in this area.

After this introduction, second section explains the research methodology which was

followed in order to achieve this goal. Thereafter, the bibliometric analysis of scientific

publications on Lean Healthcare from 2002 through 2015 itself is described in third sec-

tion and future research tendencies in Lean Healthcare are presented in forth sec-

tion. Finally, fifth section draws a conclusion which is followed by an overview over the

references which were used in this article.

Research methodology

This article carries out a bibliometric analysis on Lean Healthcare for publications of the

years 2002 through 2015. A bibliometric analysis examines data of publications biblio-

metrically to indicate and evaluate the scientific output of different entities (OECD 2002).

They are a valuable asset as they offer objective information in a concise and
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Fig. 1 Accumulated number of documents on Lean Healthcare (Based on the Scopus and WOS data
resulting from the search as described in ‘‘Research methodology’’ section)
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understandable form, however vast the analyzed field of research is (Diem and Wolter

2013). Thereby, bibliometric analyses represent a well-established method in order to

analyze and measure the publications in a scientific area of interest (Garousi 2015).

The data for this bibliometric analysis was collected by using the two databases which

are the main sources for citation data and are therefore commonly used in bibliometric

analyses: Elsevier’s Scopus and Thomson Reuters’ Web of Science (WoS) (Mongeon and

Paul-Hus 2016). Besides Scopus being the largest bibliometric database and WoS offering

the most complete coverage of scientific journals, they contain the required metadata for

the bibliometric analysis as described in ‘‘Bibliometric analysis’’ section and allow for the

extraction of this metadata (Gonçalves and Perra 2015; Iritani et al. 2015). By using two

different databases it was intended to lower the risk of missing documents due to different

publication coverage and search algorithms. Due to the different search engines in the two

databases, however, it was not possible to use the same search parameters for both.

To analyze the data of these documents bibliometrically, their corresponding metadata

was imported into Microsoft Excel 2010. Both Scopus and WoS allow for downloading the

results as. text-files. In the case of Scopus the file was directly imported and in the case of

WoS it was processed beforehand by using Thomson Reuters’ software EndNote X7. By

excluding duplicates, both searches were unified in order to review the results along

different criteria.

The two most common bibliometric indicators to evaluate research performance are the

number of publications and the citation count. The first one is an indicator for the research

output per se while the second one reflects the response that a publication receives in the

academic community (Diem and Wolter 2013). The citation count reveals, how far a cited

paper is useful to other publications (Zhang and Guan 2017) and to what extent it influ-

ences a given field of research. Therefore, in order to perform an analysis of the countries,

institutions, journals, authors and publications with the highest research performance in

‘‘Country analysis’’ through ‘‘Publication analysis’’ section, they were ranked by their

respective citation count.

Due to the fact that the same articles have different citation counts in Scopus and WoS,

all the citation counts which are used in this bibliometric analysis were retrieved from

Scopus because it offers the more exhaustive citation data for virtually every article under

consideration. While due to the different search approaches some documents were found

uniquely in WoS, all those documents are also represented in Scopus which allowed

retrieving the citation counts by directly searching for the title of the publications. The

citation counts as well as the numbers of publications were retrieved on 24th of November

2016, when the searches as described in this chapter were performed.

The searches in both databases were limited to the peer-reviewed document types

article and review which are the primary sources for new research results (Thomson

Reuters 2008). Due to their blind review process, they guarantee the most useful and

reliable source for literature reviews (Saunders et al. 2012; apud Garza-Reyes 2015).

Initially, documents of any year before 2016 were permitted in order to see the evolution of

publications over time, beginning with the first document published on the topic. As shown

in Fig. 1 in the introduction, a constant growth in publications starts only after 2002 and

therefore the results were limited to documents which were published in the period from

2002 through 2015 for any further analyses.

The goal of defining the search parameters was on one hand to find as many documents

as possible which talk about Lean Philosophy in a healthcare environment while on the

other hand to keep the amount of those documents low which focus on other topics.
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The search results pointed out variations for the term Lean, such as Lean Production,

Lean Management, Lean Thinking, Toyota Production System, Lean/Toyota Production

System, Toyota’s Lean Manufacturing Principles, Toyota (Lean) Methods, Lean Princi-

ples, Lean Method, Lean Manufacturing, Lean Techniques, Lean Methodology and Lean

Philosophy among others. To identify, which articles are exclusively related to the

application of Lean in a healthcare environment, the titles and abstracts of all the articles

were analyzed. Those which were not in the scope of this research were eliminated after

double-checking the text of the article itself. In this process, we analyzed the synonyms of

Lean Philosophy which are used in the literature and included those articles in our research

which are dealing with Lean or its synonyms in healthcare. By doing so, we did not

exclude synonyms of Lean without carefully reading and judging each article’s title,

abstract and content. However, local or national programs which were developed on the

basis of Lean but use other denominations than Lean were not included in this bibliometric

analysis. We configured our search criteria in a way that does not include studies in which

Lean Philosophy is denominated in a different way. This decision was made to maintain

the essence of Lean Philosophy and to not compromise the results of this research.

The search in Scopus found all articles which include both the word lean in the title and

either one of the spellings healthcare or ‘‘health care’’ in title, abstract and/or keywords but

do not include the terms ‘‘lean body weight’’, ‘‘body mass index’’ or ‘‘lean mass’’ in either

title, abstract or keywords. It was complemented by checking for articles which use the word

lean in the keywords and at least one of the expressions health care, healthcare, hospital,

nurs*, ‘‘emergency department’’, ‘‘health system’’, medical, ‘‘quality of care’’, ‘‘primary

care’’, rehabilitation, ‘‘health practice’’, ‘‘emergency unit’’, ‘‘health services’’, surgical,

surgeon, surgery, doctor, physician, ‘‘clinical laboratory’’ and ‘‘medical laboratory’’ in title,

abstract and/or keywords and neither one of the terms ‘‘lean body weight’’, ‘‘body mass

index’’ or ‘‘lean mass’’ in either title, abstract or keywords. The asterisk * replaces one or

multiple characters in a word which makes it possible to search for words with the same

beginning but different endings and quotation marks before and after multiple words mean

that only words in exactly the stated order are searched for (Elsevier 2016).

As opposed to the database Scopus, it is not possible in WoS to search explicitly in the

keywords which made it impossible to use the same search parameters. Therefore, a search

for articles with include both the word lean and either one of the spellings ‘‘health care’’ or

healthcare but none of the terms ‘‘lean body weight’’, ‘‘body mass index’’ and ‘‘lean mass’’

in the ‘‘Topic’’, which is the equivalent for Scopus’ search in title, abstract and keywords.

All in all, the search in Scopus led to 734 results and the one in WoS, which was

performed in the Web of ScienceTM Core Collection, resulted in 519 documents.

Waring and Bishop (2010) describe that when Lean Philosophy is applied in healthcare,

it is often intertwined with other reforms and developments. Therefore, in order to avoid

interferences, the focus of this bibliometric analysis lies in analyzing only those articles

which are exclusively related to Lean Philosophy in a healthcare environment. This means

that all documents which, to a significant extent, talk about Lean in other areas, talk about

other principles than Lean or use the term lean in a different context had to be excluded.

Additionally, non-accessible documents had to be excluded if the title and/or abstract did

not contain sufficient information to make a decision.

Table 1 gives a comparative overview over the search results in Scopus and WoS as

performed on 24th of November 2016. The percentage of excluded documents is notice-

ably higher in WoS which can be attributed to the fact that the search engine of WoS made

it necessary to also search for lean in the abstract and not only in keywords and title as in

Scopus.
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The table shows that after the refinement 269 documents remained for the Scopus search

and 99 for the one in WoS. With 60 publications showing up both in Scopus and in WoS,

the total number of articles which are subject to this bibliometric analysis is 308. As four of

those documents were released before 2002, 304 documents remain for the analysis of the

period from 2002 through 2015.

Bibliometric analysis

This section describes the analysis of the results which were obtained by the search as

described in the previous section. As already mentioned only publications from 2002

through 2015 are analyzed.

Figure 2 shows the publications per year for this period. While the annual publications

remain fairly low from 2002 through 2005, there is a leap from 2005 to 2006. In the year

2005, Jimmerson et al. (2005) and Spear (2005) published articles about the positive results

of implementing Lean Healthcare, which greatly influenced the literature on the topic as

they were directly cited in around 20% of the articles on Lean Healthcare from 2006

through 2015. Despite the high relevance of the article published by Spear (2005), it was

not included in this bibliometric analysis due to the fact that it did not meet our search

criteria as defined in ‘‘Research methodology’’ section. Over the period from 2006 through

2015, the figure depicts a relatively constant growth of publications and therefore a rise of

the importance of the topic itself. This constant growth is highlighted by a trend line which

Table 1 Results of the searches on Lean Healthcare in Scopus and WoS as performed on 24th of November
2016

Database Scopus Web of Science (WoS)

Initial number of documents 734 519

Number of refined documents 269 99

Number of duplicates 60

Final number of documents (all years before 2016) 308

Final number of documents (in the period 2002–2015) 304
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Fig. 2 Annual publications on Lean Healthcare from 2002 through 2015 (Based on the Scopus and WoS
data resulting from the search as described in ‘‘Research methodology’’ section)
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appears inside the bar diagram. Starting with 11 documents in the years 2006 and 2007, the

number of publications rises up to 60 articles in the years 2014 and 2015. Despite some

discrepancies, the trend line suggests an even further increase in publications for the years

to come, going along with a potentially raising significance of Lean Philosophy in the area

of healthcare.

In the following subsections, the most cited countries, institutions, journals, authors and

publications in literature on Lean Healthcare are analyzed.

Country analysis

Table 2 shows the six most cited countries in literature on Lean Healthcare, namely the

United States with 1561 citations, the United Kingdom with 742 citations, Sweden with

409 citations, Australia with 321 citations, Canada and the Netherlands with 136 citations

each.

The Virginia Mason Medical Center in Seattle (United States), the Royal Bolton NHS

Foundation Trust in Farnworth (United Kingdom) and the Flinders Medical Centre in

Adelaide (Australia) are three prime examples for the implementation of Lean Philosophy

in healthcare (Radnor et al. 2012). This may be one reason why these three countries are

among the four most cited countries.

The six most cited countries are also the six countries with the highest number of

publications, however in a different order for the ranks three through five. The country with

the highest amount of publications is the United States with 143 documents, having a great

lead over the second ranked United Kingdom with 45 publications. These are still around

twice as many publications as compared to Canada which is on the third rank with 23

documents, closely followed by Sweden with 17 and Australia with 14 publications. With

nine published articles, the Netherlands takes the sixth rank.

Together these six countries are involved in 203 of the 304 articles which means that

they make up for about two-thirds of the total publications. In the amount of 203 docu-

ments, those in which more than one of these countries is involved are only counted once.

To get a feeling for the weight of these countries with respect to the number of pub-

lications in this search as compared to the countries’ publications in general, the data of the

search was compared to the SJR Country Rankings (Scimago Lab 2016a). While the United

States and the United Kingdom are among the top three countries regarding overall pub-

lications (the United States on the first place and the United Kingdom on the third one),

their impact in this analysis is still considerably higher than in general, as the Unites States

are involved in 47% of the publications in this search as opposed to 23% in general and the

United Kingdom in 15% instead of 7%. Canada, Australia, the Netherlands and Sweden

achieve higher ranks in this search as opposed to their position in the overall rankings, with

Table 2 Analysis of most cited
countries in literature on Lean
Healthcare (Based on the Scopus
and WoS data resulting from the
search as described in ‘‘Research
methodology’’ section)

# Country Number of publications Citation count

1 United States 143 1561

2 United Kingdom 45 742

3 Sweden 17 409

4 Australia 14 321

5 Canada 23 136

Netherlands 9 136
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Canada being number three instead of number seven, Australia achieving rank five instead

of 11 and the Netherlands rank six instead of 14. Sweden even achieves the fourth position

instead of the 18th which underlines the relevance of this topic in Swedish research.

As mentioned in the introduction, Costa and Godinho Filho (2016) and D’Andreamatteo

et al. (2015) analyze the number of publications by country in their literature reviews as

well. They also come to the result that the United States is the country which publishes by

far the most articles on the topic, followed by the United Kingdom which still has a clear

lead over the other countries. The fact that Australia is the only other country that

D’Andreamatteo et al. (2015) explicitly state and that the Netherlands, Sweden and Canada

take the ranks three through five in the review by Costa and Godinho Filho (2016) further

validate the results of this subsection’s country analysis.

Institution analysis

Table 3 gives an overview of the six most cited institutions in literature on Lean

Healthcare. The first rank goes to the Swedish Linköpings Universitet. The second place is

not taken by a university but by an Australian medical center. This ‘‘public teaching

hospital and medical school, co-located with Flinders University and Flinders Private

Hospital’’ (SA Health 2009) is one of the three prime examples of implementing Lean

Healthcare that were mentioned in the previous subsection. The third, the fourth and the

sixth rank go to the University of Michigan, the University of Iowa and the University of

Washington which are all located in the United States. The fifth most cited institution is the

Lancaster University which represents the United Kingdom.

Therefore, the six institutions with the highest amount of citations in literature on Lean

Healthcare are located in the four most cited countries as indicated in the previous

subsection.

By reviewing the departments which were involved in the articles published by the top

six institutions, it was noticed that the large part of them are purely medical departments

like ‘‘Department of Internal Medicine’’ or ‘‘Department of Emergency Medicine’’. This

deviates from the authors’ expectation that the great majority would be business and

management departments.

Journal analysis

In Table 4, the six most cited journals in literature on Lean Healthcare can be seen. Due to

the fact that the 304 documents in this search were published in as many as 199 different

Table 3 Analysis of most cited institutions in literature on Lean Healthcare (Based on the Scopus and WoS
data resulting from the search as described in ‘‘Research methodology’’ section)

# Institution Country Number of publications Citation count

1 Linköpings Universitet Sweden 6 263

2 Flinders Medical Centre Australia 4 236

3 University of Michigan United States 10 223

4 University of Iowa United States 5 205

5 Lancaster University United Kingdom 2 152

6 University of Washington United States 8 145
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journals, the numbers of citations remain fairly low, even in the top six. The numbers of the

journal BMJ Quality and Safety include the articles of the journal Quality and Safety in

Health Care as the journal was formerly known according to Scopus. In all of the six most

cited journals, the high ranking is mainly or completely due to the citations of two doc-

uments. Two publications of the journal Leadership in Health Services are cited 212 times

out of the journal’s total citation count of 240, in the journal BMJ Quality and Safety two

articles are responsible for 188 of the 211 citations, in the Annals of Emergency Medicine

two publications make up for 175 of the 182 citations, in the journal Social Science and

Medicine two documents are responsible for all 169 citations, in the Joint Commission

Journal on Quality and Patient Safety 109 of the journal’s 123 citations are due to two

articles and in the Journal of Hospital Medicine (Online) all 111 citations stem from one

publication. Seven of these articles are among the 10 most cited publications which will be

further elaborated in Publication analysis‘‘ section.

While five of these journals (Leadership in Health Services, BMJ Quality and Safety,

Social Science and Medicine, Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Patient Safety and

Journal of Hospital Medicine (Online)) are related to health policy and management

aspects, the last one (Annals of Emergency Medicine) is a purely medical journal. This is,

in accordance with the observation of the previous subsection, against the authors’

assumption that all of the most cited journals would focus on management topics. While

analyzing the journals, it is important to consider the ranking within the context of the

subject areas as the publication and citation count may differ by discipline (Thomson

Reuters 2014). Comparing the subject areas Medicine and Medicine: Health Policy, it can

Table 4 Analysis of most cited journals in literature on Lean Healthcare (Based on the Scopus and WoS
data resulting from the search as described in ’’Research methodology‘‘ section)

# Journal Field of research SJR
(2014)

ISSN Number of
publications

Citation
count

1 Leadership in Health
Services

Medicine: Health Policy 0.306 1366–0756 8 240

2 BMJ Quality and Safety Medicine
Medicine: Health Policy

2.591 2044–5423 7 211

3 Annals of Emergency
Medicine

Medicine
Medicine: Emergency

Medicine

1.942 0196–0644 4 182

4 Social Science and
Medicine

Social Sciences: Health
(social science)

Arts and Humanities:
History and Philosophy
of Science

1.894 0277–9536 2 169

5 Joint Commission
Journal on Quality and
Patient Safety

Leadership and
Management

Medicine

0.750 1553–7250 5 123

6 Journal of Hospital
Medicine (Online)

Nursing: Fundamentals
and Skills

Nursing: Leadership and
Management

Nursing: Care Planning
Nursing: Assessment and

Diagnosis
Medicine: Health Policy

0.759 1553–5606 1 111
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be seen that in general journals in the former area have a higher citation count. Over the

last 3 years, each journal in the subject area Medicine averagely publishes more than one-

and-a-half as many articles as journals in the subject area Medicine: Health Policy and

each of these documents is cited around one-and-a-half as many times on average (Sci-

mago Lab 2016b).

For further information about the six journals, Table 4 also states each journal’s field of

research and SJR as indicated by Scopus. The SJR, or SCImago Journal Rank, ‘‘is a

measure of [a] journal’s impact, influence or prestige. It expresses the average number of

weighted citations received in the selected year by the documents published in the journal

in the three previous years’’ (Scimago Lab 2016b).

Author analysis

The 10 most cited authors in literature on Lean Healthcare are shown in Table 5 along with

their respective institutions. Except for J. Waring, all authors represent four of the six most

cited institutions as described in ’’Institution analysis‘‘ section and can be grouped along

them. The institutions which make up these groups as well as those which are listed in the

table were specified by using the author information as indicated in Scopus and in the

relevant articles themselves.

The first group is represented by the two most cited authors D.I. Ben-Tovim and J.E.

Bassham of the Flinders Medical Centre who cooperated in three publications. They are

both co-authors in one article by D.L. King of the same institution and the remaining two

Table 5 Analysis of most cited authors in literature on Lean Healthcare (Based on the Scopus and WoS data
resulting from the search as described in ’’Research methodology‘‘ section)

# Author Institution (s) h-index Number of 
publications

Citation 
count

Share of publications Share of citations

1 Ben-Tovim, 
David I.

Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, Australia
Flinders University of South Australia, Adelaide, Australia 22 4 236

Bassham, 
Jane E. Flinders Medical Centre, Adelaide, Australia 4 3 236

3 Billi, 
John E. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, United States 26 5 191

4 Waring, 
Justin University of Nottingham, Nottingham, United Kingdom 19 2 169

5

6

Dickson, 
Eric W.

University of Iowa, Iowa, United States 
University of Massachusetts, Worcester, United States 22 3 161

Singh, 
Sabi

University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics, Iowa City, United 
States 3 3 161

7 Kim, 
Christopher 

S.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, United States 8 5 160

8 Brandão de 
Souza, 

Luciano
Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom 2 2 148

9 Spahlinger, 
David A. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, United States 7 3 139

10 Kin, 
Jeanne M. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, United States 2 2 131
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articles are authored by D.I. Ben-Tovim himself and co-authored by J.E. Bassham. Fur-

thermore D.I. Ben-Tovim acted as co-author in an article by B. Crane who also works at the

Flinders Medical Centre. Because the article by B.Crane was not cited until the year 2015,

D.I. Ben-Tovim and J.E. Bassham share the first rank with 236 citations each. The second

group consists of authors related to the University of Michigan and includes the third most

cited author J.E. Billi. Although not being the first author of any document in this search,

he co-authored five articles. One of them is by R.M. Collar of the same university, while

four of them are by C.S. Kim who is the seventh most cited author and also works at the

University of Michigan. In addition to these four articles, C.S. Kim co-authored a publi-

cation of T. Platchek of the Stanford University. In three of the four publications by C.S.

Kim, the ninth most cited author D.A. Spahlinger worked as a co-author and J.M. Kin on

rank 10 participated in two of the articles co-authored by D.A. Spahlinger. Both D.A.

Spahlinger and J.M. Kin work at the University of Michigan as well. The third group

consists of E.W. Dickson of the University of Iowa and S. Singh of University of Iowa

Hospitals and Clinics. They share the fifth rank for participating in the same three pub-

lications, E.W. Dickson as lead author and S. Singh as co-author. The last group consists of

only one author who published two articles on the topic, namely L. Brandão de Souza who

works at the Lancaster University and takes the eighth rank. Besides these four groups, J.

Waring who is the fourth most cited author acted as first author of one document and co-

authored one article by Z.J. Radnor.

One publication of each the first, the second and the fourth group as well as the article

by Z.J. Radnor which was co-authored by J. Waring is among the 10 most cited publi-

cations which will be analyzed in the subsequent subsection. Although not being among

the 10 most cited publications, two articles by E.W. Dickson and S.Singh of the third group

are the 12th and 13th most cited documents. Of all authors who took part in publications

about Lean Healthcare as defined in this article, only the authors J. Thor, J.E. Billi and C.S.

Kim contributed to more than four articles.

Table 5 also shows how many articles the authors published on Lean Healthcare in

comparison to the total amount of their publications in the period from 2002 through 2015

and furthermore compares the accumulated citations of the relevant documents. Depending

on the author this varies widely: While all of J.M. Kin’s citations in this period as well as

all of S. Singh’s and L. Brandão de Souza’s publications and therefore all their corre-

sponding citations are about Lean Healthcare, for other authors the publications about Lean

Healthcare only account for a very small percentage of their total output. In terms of

publication quantity, the percentage of publications about Lean Healthcare of J. Waring is

the lowest among these 10 authors with 3% and in terms of citations, J.E. Billi has the

lowest rate with 8%. The share of publications about Lean Healthcare in the total scientific

output appears to be negatively correlated to the h-index which was developed by J.E.

Hirsch and states the number of publications of an author which have more citations than

this number (Elsevier 2016). As the h-index generally increases with both the quantity of

publications and the frequency in which these publications are cited, it stands to reason that

the importance of a single specific topic decreases with an increasing h-index in com-

parison to the total output. While there is no perfect negative correlation, the six authors

with h-indices below 10 are the six authors who have the highest percentage of publica-

tions about Lean Healthcare as compared to their total output, both in number of publi-

cations and in citations. Correspondingly, the four authors with h-indices above 10 are the

four authors with the lowest percentages.

The articles about Lean Healthcare make up for a bigger percentage of the total publi-

cations in terms of citations than in terms of publishing quantity. This is due to the fact that
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for all authors except J.E. Billi at least one publication about Lean Healthcare is among his/

her four most cited documents in the period from 2002 through 2015. The second, third and

fourth most cited document of D.I. Ben-Tovim, the three most cited publications of J.E.

Bassham, the second most cited document of J. Waring, the second and third most cited

publication of E.W. Dickson, as well as the three most cited articles of S. Singh are about

Lean Healthcare. The list continues with the most and fourth most cited publication of C.S.

Kim and the two most cited articles of L. Brandão de Souza, as well as the first and third most

cited article of D.A. Spahlinger and the two most cited publications of J.M. Kin.

Publication analysis

Table 6 shows the 10 publications with the highest amount of citations, which accumulate

for 1013 of the 3240 citations of all the articles in this search. This means that around 3%

of the documents are responsible for over 30% of the total citations. As the ranks five and

six as well as the ranks nine and 10 have the same amount of citations, they were ordered

by their publication year, with the newest publication achieving the higher rank because it

was cited just as often in less time.

Eight of the 10 most cited documents (Brandão de Souza 2009; Fillingham 2007;

Holden 2011; Joosten et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2006; King et al. 2006; Mazzocato et al. 2010;

Young and McClean 2008) are about the practical application and implementation of Lean

Philosophy in a healthcare environment which demonstrates the practical nature of the

literature on Lean Healthcare. This conclusion was emphasized by finding 88 documents

which include the terms application, implementation and case study in different spellings

in the document titles. Thus, almost 30% of the 304 publications already talk about

practical aspects in the title. Two other reoccurring topics in the 10 most cited publications

are theoretic overviews and literature reviews.

Table 6 Analysis of most cited publications in literature on Lean Healthcare, published between 2002 and
2015 (Based on the Scopus and WoS data resulting from the search as described in ’’Research methodology‘‘
section)
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1 Trends and approaches in lean healthcare Brandão de Souza, L. United Kingdom Leadership in Health Services
(1366-0756) 2009 122

2 Lean health care: What Can Hospitals Learn 
from a World-Class Automaker?

Kim, C.S.; Spahlinger, D.A.; 
Kin, J.M.; Billi, J.E. United States Journal of Hospital Medicine (Online)

(1553-5606) 2006 111

3 Redesigning emergency department patient 
flows: Application of Lean Thinking to health 

care

King, D.L.; Ben-Tovim D.I.; 
Bassham, J. Australia Emergency Medicine Australasia

(1742-6723) 2006 110

4 Lean in healthcare: The unfilled promise? Radnor, Z.J.; Holweg, M.; 
Waring, J. United Kingdom Social Science and Medicine

(0277-9536) 2012 101

5 Lean thinking in healthcare: a realist review of 
the literature

Mazzocato, P.; Savage, C.; 
Brommels, M.; Aronsson, H.; 

Thor, J.
Sweden; Finland BMJ Quality & Safety

(2044-5423) 2010 98

6 Application of lean thinking to health care: 
issues and observations

Joosten, T.; Bongers, I.; 
Janssen, R. Netherlands

International Journal for Quality in 
Health Care
(1353-4505)

2009 98

7 Measuring lean initiatives in health care 
services: issues and findings

Kollberg, B.; Dahlgaard, J.J.; 
Brehmer, P.-O. Sweden

International Journal of Productivity and 
Performance Management

(1741-0401)
2007 97
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Critical Review Holden R.J. United States;
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Annals of Emergency Medicine

(0196-0644) 2011 96

9 A critical look at Lean Thinking in healthcare Young, T.P.; McClean, S.I. United Kingdom BMJ Quality & Safety
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As described in the previous subsection, eight of the 10 most cited authors are repre-

sented in one publication each. Furthermore, the 10 most cited publications exclusively

origin from the five countries with the highest citation counts except for a co-authorship

from Finland in the article on rank six. Moreover, seven of the 10 most cited publications

where published in the six most cited journals.

Table 6 also shows how the total amount of citations is distributed over the years.

Overall, the amount of citations is rising over the years, but there exist various deviations.

The publications on the fourth and sixth rank are the only ones whose citations actually rise

in each consecutive year, while the citations of the article on the first place never

decreased, but remained stable from 2013 through 2015. While not without irregularities,

the publications on rank two, three, five and seven are cited in an increasing fashion over

the years as well. However, the growth of the publications on rank three and seven occur in

two phases, respectively.

One thing, the other three documents (namely the ranks eight through 10) have in

common, is that all of them mark a decrease in publications in 2015. The document on the

eighth rank was increasingly cited until 2014 and only registers a decrease in 2015 which

makes it difficult to determine a trend as this could either mean an irregularity or the

beginning of a decline in citations. The article on place nine was increasingly cited until

2012 and shows a downward trend thereafter. The publication on the 10th rank is alter-

nately growing and decreasing over the years, but the citations grow constantly if the

citations of two consecutive years are considered together consistently.

The article on rank four by Radnor et al. (2012) is the publication which achieved the

most citations per year–—both the highest value achieved in one specific year and the

highest value in average over the years after it has been published.

Future research tendencies

To evaluate future research tendencies, the articles which were published in 2015 were

analyzed with respect to the scientific literature gaps which they propose. It was chosen to

limit this analysis to articles from 2015 because the proposals for future research are

probably not resolved by now. Of the 60 articles on Lean Healthcare which were published

in 2015, 24 were not accessible and 17 did not include proposals for further research.

Therefore, only the 19 remaining articles which are mapped in Fig. 3 were analyzed.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, we divided the scientific literature gaps of these 19 articles

(illustrated as round boxes) in 12 topics (illustrated as small grey rectangular boxes) along

similarity in their proposals. Thereafter, we further summarized these topics in the fol-

lowing four main tendencies (illustrated as big white rectangular boxes):

(1) Evaluate the implementation of Lean Philosophy in a healthcare environment by

developing indices, frameworks and additional studies.

(2) Amplify basic knowledge by consistently defining what Lean Healthcare is, how the

integration of Lean Philosophy into healthcare works and which Lean Tools fit the

healthcare context.

(3) Investigate challenges and success stories, that is to say instead of only stating or

confirming success, negative outcomes need to be included in the literature to avoid

making the same mistakes again and positive results need to be examined causally to

make them reproducible.
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(4) Expand the focus by transferring results which were achieved in particular settings

to be universally applicable and investigating the interrelation between staff and

Lean Implementation.

The first tendency includes the development of a readiness index for Lean Implemen-

tation in hospitals as proposed by Noori (2015b), and D’Andreamatteo et al. (2015) suggest

the development of a framework to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of implementing Lean

Healthcare as well as the performance of longitudinal studies regarding the implementation

process and sustainability.

The second tendency deals with the lack of a common definition of Lean in healthcare

(D’Andreamatteo et al. 2015), the examination of the manner in which Lean Philosophy is

integrated into healthcare (Goodridge et al. 2015) and the selection of appropriate Lean

Tools for the particular healthcare setting (Daultani et al. 2015).

The third tendency stems from documents about the proposal of new models and about

the implementation of Lean Philosophy, as they express the need for validation and

confirmation of their results on a larger scale (Aguilar-Escobar et al. 2015; Daultani et al.

2015; D’Andreamatteo et al. 2015; Hicks et al. 2015; Kanamori et al. 2015; Savino et al.

2015; Scavarda et al. 2015). Some authors call for further development of ideas they

proposed and for a deeper focus on challenges and unsuccessful aspects they encountered

(Cheng et al. 2015; D’Andreamatteo et al. 2015; Kanamori et al. 2015; McCann et al.

2015; Noori 2015a). Holden et al. (2015) ask for the explanation, prediction and replication

of success instead of only conforming it.

As many publications focus on very specific aspects, the fourth tendency is based

around expanding these aspects to a more general level with respect to different processes,

tools and target audiences, to only name a few (Abdelhadi 2015; Daultani et al. 2015;

D’Andreamatteo et al. 2015; Duska et al. 2015; Goodridge et al. 2015; Simons et al. 2015;

Sugianto et al. 2015). D’Andreamatteo et al. (2015) and Holden et al. (2015) demand the

investigation of national differences, while Andersen and Røvik (2015) ask for adaption of

Lean Philosophy to the local context. A related topic is the investigation of Lean

Healthcare’s influence on healthcare employees and their engagement in Lean Imple-

mentations (Abdelhadi 2015; Holden et al. 2015; Rico et al. 2015).

Noori, 2015b
Development of a readiness index 
for the implementation of Lean in 

hospitals

Validation and confirmation of 
results on a larger scale

Scavarda, et al. 2015

Hicks, et al. 2015

Aguilar-Escobar, et al. 2015

Savino, et al. 2015

Selection of Lean Tools for the 
Health Care setting

Daultani, et al. 2015 Expansion of specific aspects to a 
more general level

Sugianto, et al. 2015

Simons, et al. 2015

Duska, et al. 2015

Goodridge, et al. 2015Examination of how exactly Lean is 
integrated into healthcare

Further development of ideas and 
deeper focus on challenges and 

unsuccessful aspects

Kanamori, et al. 2015

McCann, et al. 2015

Noori, 2015a

Cheng, et al. 2015

Abdelhadi, 2015Investigation of national differences 
and adaption to the local context

Influence on healthcare employees 
and their engagement

Explanation, prediction and 
replication of success Rico, et al. 2015Holden, et al. 2015
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(2) Amplify basic knowledge

(3) Investigate challenges 
and success stories 
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(1) Evaluate the implementation
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definition of Lean in healthcare
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evaluate the cost-effectiveness of 
implementing Lean Healthcare

Performance of longitudinal studies 
regarding the implementation 

process and sustainability

D’Andreamatteo et al., 2015

Fig. 3 Map of future research directions and the corresponding articles which suggest them
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Conclusion

The study of Lean Philosophy in a healthcare environment is a topic of rising importance,

both in literature as the strongly growing publications indicate and in practice as a good

deal of these publications are about applying or implementing Lean Philosophy in

healthcare. This article dealt with the absence of an up-to-date bibliometric analysis on

articles which are exclusively related to Lean Philosophy in a healthcare environment in

order to offer guidance on how the existing literature is structured as well as to present

directions of research which are so far not sufficiently covered by the literature.

The article investigated the evolution of publications on Lean Healthcare and identified

a significant growth over the last 10 years. By comparing the most cited countries, it was

found that the United States, the United Kingdom and Australia are of major importance,

not least because three prime examples for the successful application of Lean Healthcare

were performed there. Sweden also has an essential role as the most cited institution,

namely the Linköpings Universitet, is located there. With respect to authors and institu-

tions, four research groups at the Flinders Medical Centre (D.I. Ben-Tovim, J. Bassham,

D.L. King and B. Crane), the University of Michigan (J.E. Billi, C.S. Kim, D.A. Spahlinger

and R.M. Collar), the University of Iowa (E.W. Dickson and S. Singh) and the Lancaster

University (L. Brandão de Souza) are of significant influence in this field. The most cited

journals in literature on Lean Healthcare are either related to health policy and manage-

ment aspects (Leadership in Health Services, BMJ Quality and Safety, Social Science and

Medicine, Joint Commission Journal on Quality and Patient Safety and Journal of Hospital

Medicine (Online)) or have a purely medical focus (Annals of Emergency Medicine). By

analyzing the most cited articles, the importance of practical aspects in literature about

Lean Healthcare was confirmed. Finally, four main tendencies for future research on Lean

Healthcare were identified: to expand the focus, to investigate challenges and success

stories, to amplify basic knowledge and to evaluate the implementation.

By structuring data of publications on Lean Healthcare bibliometrically, this article’s

main scientific contribution lies in the systematization of literature on Lean Healthcare, the

specification of publications, authors, journals, institutions and countries with high rele-

vance for this field as well as the identification and summarization of scientific gaps which

were proposed in recent articles. By doing so, this bibliometric analysis encourages the

review and consolidation of already existing directions in this field of research and the

exploration of new ones.

In terms of its applied contribution, this article helps hospitals and professionals which

want to apply Lean Healthcare to find their way along this field of research and to easily

access the most important literature. As the application of Lean Philosophy in a healthcare

environment is still a relatively new approach, they might face uncertainties and challenges

before or during its implementation. This article identifies and structures the major pub-

lications and research groups in the field and thereby allows to adapt suitable findings for

the practical implementation of Lean Philosophy in hospitals and other healthcare insti-

tutions to improve the patient experience.

One limitation of this article is the omission of an analysis of the most frequently used

keywords because the relevant data as supplied by the databases was insufficient and led to

insignificant results. Beyond that, there are restrictions regarding the scope of the biblio-

metric analysis per se. Obviously, only articles which conform to the search parameters

and the refinement criteria as defined in ’’Research methodology‘‘ section were included

and a different definition would lead to other results. This is a limitation of this study that
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restricts research results and does not allow for a complete understanding of Lean Phi-

losophy in a healthcare environment. Another limitation is that the results are restricted to

the databases Scopus and WoS and almost exclusively contain articles which are written in

the English language.

Further research should investigate differences and similarities of Lean Healthcare from

a medical and a business perspective and future bibliometric analyses could focus on the

implementation of Lean Healthcare in emergency departments as this area of application

reoccurred throughout this analysis.
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